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Gervasio
Early in her high school career, Kalla Gervasio was involved in various one-time
service projects such as volunteering at homeless shelters and food banks, but
it was not until her father passed away from a rare form of cancer during her
sophomore year, that she developed a strong passion for civic engagement.
As an avid sports fan, she wanted to combine her love for basketball with
service and thus organized a charity basketball game to raise money for Alex’s
Lemonade Stand. This has become an annual event at her school and is named
in memory of her father. Kalla has continued her involvement in service at
Penn through the Civic Scholars Program and will graduate in May 2012 with
a degree in Classical Studies. She has focused on urban health and volunteered
at United Community Clinics, taking patient vitals and administering TB,
glucose, and cholesterol tests. Over the summer of 2011, she interned with
the Trenton Health Team, Inc. at St. Francis Medical Center in NJ, compiling
data regarding the efficiency of healthcare delivery in Trenton and observing
cycle times in the hospital’s clinic. She is also Vice President of her sorority,
Zeta Tau Alpha, assisting in philanthropy events which raise money for breast
cancer education and awareness.
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CAPSTONE PROJECT

Improving Nutrition Education Curricula in the
Philadelphia School District: From Hippocrates and
Galen to the USDA
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Ralph Rosen, School of Arts and Sciences, Department of
Classical Studies
This capstone project analyzes the efficacy of current nutrition education
curricula in the Philadelphia School District and proposes improvements
to contemporary lesson plans, which are informed by nutritional thinking
of the ancient Greek medical tradition. It argues that many of our
clinically approved nutritional practices have deep roots in ancient Greek
medical literatures, which offered remarkable insight into the interaction
of nutrition and diet with the health of individuals and populations as a
whole.
The first part of her capstone paper examines theories on the rise in obesity
among children and adolescents since 1988, followed by an outline of
Philadelphia’s nutrition policies in and outside of the classroom. The
second chapter looks at ancient nutrition and exercise practices, tracing
their origins through an analysis of relevant treatises of Hippocrates and
Galen. The third synthesizes these contemporary and ancient approaches,
asserting that current nutrition education curricula are unconsciously
predicated on ancient Greek medical principles and can be further
improved through the consideration of other Hippocratic and Galenic
theories. The chapter further discusses existing similarities between
ancient and contemporary diet advice, including a common focus on
moderation, calorie intake and outtake balance, and recommendations of
specific foods. Revisions to current curricula are subsequently proposed.
The ancient practice of making food choices according to the seasons
is advocated, as well as a personalization of nutrition lesson plans to be
tailored to each individual student.
A general conclusion of the project is that answers for our future can be
enriched by a fuller understanding of history, and showing that ancient
Greek medical thinkers pointed the way toward sound nutritional policy
in striking ways. Hippocrates laid a dietetic foundation in the fifth century
BC, and when these roots are fully recognized, they will undoubtedly
support Philadelphia’s growing tree of nutritional knowledge.
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